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pression in cofacial porphyrin
cyclophane pincers†

Chunwei Hsu, ‡a Werner M. Schosser, ‡b Patrick Zwick, ‡c Diana Dulić, d

Marcel Mayor, *cef Fabian Pauly *b and Herre S. J. van der Zant *a

Intra- and intermolecular interactions are dominating chemical processes, and their concerted interplay

enables complex nonequilibrium states like life. While the responsible basic forces are typically

investigated spectroscopically, a conductance measurement to probe and control these interactions in

a single molecule far out of equilibrium is reported here. Specifically, by separating macroscopic metal

electrodes, two p-conjugated, bridge-connected porphyrin decks are peeled off on one side, but

compressed on the other side due to the covalent mechanical fixation. We observe that the

conductance response shows an exceptional exponential rise by two orders of magnitude in individual

breaking events during the stretching. Theoretical studies atomistically explain the measured

conductance behavior by a mechanically activated increase in through-bond transport and

a simultaneous strengthening of through-space coupling. Our results not only reveal the various

interacting intramolecular transport channels in a molecular set of levers, but also the molecules'

potential to serve as molecular electro-mechanical sensors and switches.
Introduction

In recent years it has been demonstrated that by stretching
molecular junctions, their conductance can change from a few
times to even a few orders of magnitude.1–18 This mechano-
sensitivity is interpreted either as arising from mechanical
manipulation of the molecule–electrode contact or from
mechanically triggered structural variations of the integrated
molecule. The origin, however, is not always clear. For example,
the mechanosensitivity in ferrocene derivatives has been
attributed to both redox activity1 and destructive quantum
interference.2 Other examples are conductance measurements
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of thiophene based molecular rods and a benzil derivative.3,4

While both exhibit a very similar two order-of-magnitude
conductance change, the former has been explained by hemi-
labile ligands,4 the latter as the folding of the 1,2-dione
subunit.3 A well-controlled and careful study of single-molecule
mechanosensitivity is thus key to gain insights into inter- and
intramolecular transport phenomena and the related interac-
tions. This requires a molecular design tailoring either the
exibility of the molecular subunit arrangement or the struc-
tural conguration in the molecular junction. For instance, the
overlap of molecular orbitals can be controlled mechanically
either via changing the relative position or the angle between p-
orbitals.10,12–14,18 The underlying changes in transport mecha-
nisms, resulting from quantum interference10,12,13,18 and the size
of tunnel couplings,14 are revealed by single-molecule
measurements.

To explore the interplay between through-bond and
through-space intramolecular transport pathways under
nonequilibrium conditions, we have created porphyrin cyclo-
phanes as mechanosensitive model compounds.19 From the
perspective of molecular design, these porphyrin cyclophanes
are particularly attractive because of the extended p-orbital
system with the possibility of further tuning the building
blocks' physicochemical properties, e.g. by coordinating
different metals.20

In the model compounds 2HPC2 and ZnPC2 studied here,
two porphyrin planes are cofacially arranged in a three-
dimensional cyclophane architecture (see Fig. 1a). While
a pair of rigid xanthene bridges separates the two porphyrin
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8017–8024 | 8017
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Fig. 1 (a), Chemical structures of the studied molecules 2HPC2 (M ¼
2H) and ZnPC2 (M ¼ Zn). R represents an acetate (Ac), as synthesized,
or a hydrogen (H) or gold (Au) atom after in situ deprotection on the
gold surface. (b), Cartoon-representation of the hypothesized
mechanosensitivity of the intramolecularly p-stacked dimer PC2 in an
MCBJ experiment.
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planes, these subunits are interconnected by acetylenes as
revolving joints. This combination of planar rigid building
blocks and revolving linkers provides the intended mecha-
nosensitivity. Both porphyrin decks are further expanded on
the same side of the cyclophane, laterally to the bridge, with
rigid-rod type phenylacetylenes, exposing each a thioacetate
as the anchoring group. The nature and the position of the
terminal acetyl-masked thiol anchoring groups are of
particular importance for the experiments reported in this
paper, as the thiol–gold bonds formed upon deprotection are
robust enough to allow substantial mechanical manipulation
of the immobilized compound. When the molecule is
embedded in a mechanically controlled break junction
(MCBJ), pulling on the anchoring groups triggers the rotation
of both porphyrin planes around aforementioned revolving
acetylene joints. In this mechanically controlled process, the
porphyrin planes are turned out of their cofacial orientation
and, like operating a pair of pincers, the decks are separated
in the part above the bridges, while the inter-plane distance
below the bridges is decreased (see Fig. 1b). This change is
reected in the breaking traces by a unique conductance
upturn, reaching up to two orders of magnitude. We explain
the related changes in transport pathways through detailed
atomistic calculations.
8018 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8017–8024
Results & discussion
Single-molecule characterization

The ZnPC2 molecule studied in this manuscript, see Fig. 1a, is
synthesized following a reported protocol, and its identity is
corroborated by a complete characterization including the solid-
state structure of a derivate.19 To characterize its mechano-
sensitive response, we use theMCBJ technique to perform single-
molecule conductance measurements as a function of electrode
displacement under dark ambient conditions. A schematic of
a MCBJ sample and details of the MCBJ technique can be found
in SI.1.1† and in previous reports.21,22 First, to examine the
possibility to integrate ZnPC2 into a single-molecule junction
and characterize its single-molecule conductance, we perform
fast-breaking experiments (see Methods). Data of the fast-
breaking measurements with ZnPC2, comprising 10 000
consecutive traces, is presented in a two-dimensional (2D)
density plot of conductance versus electrode displacement in
Fig. 2a, at a bias voltage of V ¼ 250 mV. Additional fast-breaking
results at V ¼ 100 mV or without zinc in the porphyrin centers
can be found in SI.1.2 and SI.1.4.† In Fig. 2a we observe twomain
signatures. First, the conductance decreases as a function of
displacement, representing the gold-to-gold direct tunneling
transport (region I). Second, a broad plateau with a length of
around 2.8 nm appears at conductance values between
10�5G0 and 10�6G0 (region II), where G0 ¼ 2e2/h is the conduc-
tance quantum, e is the electron charge and h is the Planck
constant. For further study of the molecular traces, we use
a reference-free clustering algorithm to lter out the gold-to-gold
direct tunneling traces, yielding the density plot shown in Fig. 2b
(ref. 23) and the remainder classes, discussed in SI.1.3.†

The extracted molecular traces show a minimum in
conductance at an electrode displacement of around 1.5 nm,
a subsequent rise and a shorter plateau with a length of 1 nm.
These features are robust over many junction congurations, as
no further data selection has been applied, and they are evident
in the representative individual traces shown in Fig. 2c. From
the minimum to the subsequent plateau, the conductance
increase may amount up to two orders of magnitude in indi-
vidual breaking events, rivaling the highest switching factor
reported for single-molecule junctions of ortho-pentaphenylene
foldamers.14 It is worth noting that a conductance increase
upon electrode separation has only been documented in a few
reports.8,9,11,24 Generally, they show conductance enhancement
by less than a factor of 10. Particularly in the cases of germa-
nium and silicon molecular wires, it is a contact effect rather
than an intrinsic molecular feature.8,9 This conductance upturn
is distinct from the conductance decrease upon electrode
separation in ortho-pentaphenylene and other single molecules
with large mechanosensitivity studied so far.6,7,14 Evidently, the
conductance increase with increasing electrode spacing
excludes an explanation involving direct tunneling transport
but necessitates transport mechanisms sensing complex rear-
rangements inside the molecular structure.

To further quantify the conductance response of the single-
molecule junctions, we perform electrode displacement
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 (a), Raw data of 10 000 consecutive fast-breaking traces, illustrated in a 2D density plot of conductance versus electrode displacement. (b)
Same as panel (a) but for 596 molecular traces, corresponding to around 6% of all junctions formed, where pure tunneling traces without
molecular conductance signatures are filtered out by a reference-free clusteringmethod23 (see also Fig. S4†). A representative individual breaking
trace (white) is plotted, illustrating features visible in the 2D plot. A characteristic rise in the conductance as a function of electrode displacement
can be observed after around 1.5 nm. The dashed lines indicate the initial positions of the modulation experiments discussed later. (c), Examples
of individual fast-breaking traces. The traces are horizontally offset by 4 nm for clarity. Traces feature a clear conductance increase after a steep
initial drop. This conductance increase reaches two orders of magnitude, from G ¼ 10�7G0 to 10�5G0 (shaded in green).

Fig. 3 (a–c), Gauge factors for the different initial electrode
displacements, indicated in Fig. 2b by dashed colored lines. The
starting positions for modulations are 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 nm for (a), (b) and
(c), respectively. In all cases, the modulation amplitude is 2.5 Å at
a frequency of 5 Hz, applied for a duration of 15 s. The shaded areas
represent the smoothed distribution, from which the peak positions
are determined. Dotted vertical lines indicate jGFj ¼ 2.
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modulation experiments. In the modulation measurement (see
also Methods), we modulate the electrode separation with an
amplitude of 2.5 Å at different initial electrode displacements,
sampling different regions of a molecular breaking trace. Aer
collecting thousands of these modulation traces for the ZnPC2
molecule at different initial displacements, we analyze the gauge
factor (GF) to quantify the conductance variations. In the GF
analysis we apply a Fourier transform on the conductance data,
which species both the magnitude and complex phase of
a conductance change for a corresponding change in electrode
displacement, see SI.1.5† for more details. For example,
a molecular junction with a large in-phase conductance modu-
lation, i.e., an increase of conductance with increasing electrode
displacement, is characterized by a large positive GF. Based on
the conductance-displacement traces in Fig. 2b, we expect the
size and sign of the GF to depend on the initial displacement.

GFs of the modulation experiments with initial electrode
displacements of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 nm, indicated by the green,
blue and red dotted vertical lines in Fig. 2b, are displayed in Fig.
3. Notably, each initial electrode displacement corresponds to
a different prevalent phase relation in the GF. In the case of an
initial electrode displacement of 1.0 nm we observe more anti-
phase (negative) GFs. This means that the conductance statis-
tically decreases when the molecular junction is opened, in
agreement with the negative slope observed in Fig. 2b. Similarly,
when in-phase behavior (positive GF) predominates at an initial
displacement of 1.5 nm, molecular conductance essentially
increases with increasing electrode separation, corresponding
to the upturn in conductance. For the modulation starting in
the at region at 2.0 nm, we nd that the GF exhibits an equal
weight between anti-phase and in-phase behaviors. We classify
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
this situation as “half–half”. When considering the peak posi-
tions of GF distributions, we observe that 2 > jGFj T 1 for the
conductance plateau, i.e. GFs are smaller as compared to the
previous two cases, for which jGFj T 2. We note that there are
statistical variations in the GF histograms as there are many
possible junction congurations for the molecule. By taking
a large set of modulation measurements without data selection,
GFs at different initial displacements demonstrate statistically
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8017–8024 | 8019
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the conductance features of ZnPC2, revealing the exponential
conductance decay, increase and plateau.
DFT and transport analysis

To understand the underlying transport mechanisms of the
observed conductance changes during stretching, we model
geometries of ZnPC2 single-molecule junctions during the
unfolding process and describe the related electronic transport
as phase-coherent and elastic in terms of the Landauer scat-
tering theory.25 We compute the conductance at room temper-
ature via the linear response expression

G ¼ G0

ðN
�N

dE

�
� vf ðEÞ

vE

�
sðEÞ: (1)

Here, s(E) is the energy-dependent transmission function and
f(E) is the Fermi distribution. We determine the transmission
s(E) ab initio, i.e., without free parameters, by combining DFT
with the nonequilibrium Green's function formalism, as
explained in detail in ref. 26.

We obtain junction geometries from DFT through energy
optimization as follows: First, the isolated ZnPC2 molecule, see
Fig. 4 (a–h), Geometries obtained for a simulated unfolding process of a
side and top views at various displacements d of the gold electrodes. T
layers of the gold electrodes with respect to their initial separation d0, s
atoms of the extended central cluster are kept fixed, while the rest is optim
region (ii), (e) and (f) to region (iii), and (f)–(h) to region (iv), as defined in

8020 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8017–8024
Fig. 1a, is optimized in the gas phase. Second, the molecule is
placed between two Au20 clusters, see Fig. 4, forming the
extended central cluster of the molecular junction.26 In this
step, themolecule and the four gold atoms of the two innermost
layers of each gold pyramid closest to the molecule are opti-
mized, while other gold atoms in the two outermost layers of
each metal cluster are kept xed in a face-centered cubic bulk
lattice conguration, see Fig. 4a. Third, the stretching process is
started from the initial geometry and continued until the point
of rupture. During the process the two outermost xed layers of
the gold clusters are separated in steps of 0.1 Å, and the
geometry is optimized in each step in the same way, as
described before under point two. This yields the simulated
junction geometries that are visualized via snapshots at various
electrode displacements, d, in Fig. 4.

We calculate the transmission s(E) and the conductance G at
T ¼ 300 K from eqn (1), using the electronic structure of the
obtained geometries. Fig. 5 characterizes electrical and
mechanical properties of the simulated ZnPC2 single-molecule
junction. Fig. 5a visualizes the conductance G and the total DFT
energy of the system in dependence on the electrode
ZnPC2 single-molecule junction. The junction geometries are shown in
he displacement d is defined as the horizontal shift between the fixed
ee panels (a) and (c). For d ¼ 0 Å the red background indicates, which
ized. Panels (a) and (b) belong to geometries in region (i), (c) and (d) to
Fig. 5.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 (a) Conductance at room temperature T ¼ 300 K and total DFT energy as a function of electrode displacement. The inset shows the
tension force during the unfolding process, obtained by taking the derivative of the total DFT energy with respect to d. (b) Contour plot of
transmission as a function of energy and electrode displacement. The horizontal dashed line shows the Fermi energy EF ¼ �4.24 eV. In both
panels vertical dotted lines separate the four characteristic conductance regions: (i) exponential decrease, (ii) exponential increase, (iii) plateau,
and (iv) exponential decrease.

Edge Article Chemical Science
displacement d. The conductance behavior can be divided into
four regions: (i) exponential decrease from G ¼ 10�3G0 to
6 � 10�6G0 for d ¼ 0 Å to 4.4 Å, (ii) exponential increase from 6
� 10�6G0 to 8 � 10�5G0, by more than one order of magnitude,
for 4.4 Å to 7.8 Å, (iii) plateau from 8 � 10�5G0 to 9 � 10�5G0 for
7.8 Å to 15 Å, (iv) exponential decrease from 9 � 10�5G0 to 5 �
10�6G0 for 15 Å to the point of rupture at 25.3 Å. Throughout the
unfolding process the total energy rises rather monotonically.
Taking the derivative of the total DFT energy with respect to the
electrode displacement yields the tensile force, shown in the
inset of Fig. 5a. The force is rather constant in regions (i)–(iii),
while it increases sharply towards the end in region (iv), where
the molecule is far away from its equilibrium conguration. At
the point of rupture, the force amounts to 0.57 nN.

For a better understanding of electronic transport, the energy-
and distance-dependent transmission of the molecular junction
is displayed in Fig. 5b. Vertical dashed lines separate the four
conductance regions, introduced in Fig. 5a. Transmission values
are relatively high for small electrode displacements around d ¼
0 Å at all energies inside the HOMO–LUMO gap, which is located
between the horizontal red resonance lines of frontier orbitals at
about �4.7 eV and �3.8 eV. Interestingly, a blue area of
suppressed transmission is visible that extends between regions
(i) and (ii), while the transmission is comparatively high at all
energies inside the HOMO–LUMO gap in region (iii). The
transmission nally decays in region (iv). This plot shows that
the overall conductance behavior of Fig. 5a is expected to be
robust, since even for other choices of Fermi energies or level
alignments, i.e., a constant shi of molecular andmetallic levels,
a similar conductance behavior is expected. Remarkably, the
theoretically predicted behavior with the four regions (i)–(iv)
agrees well with the experimental observations reported in Fig. 2
of a fast conductance decay, revival, plateau and nal decay.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Let us now relate the different conductance regions of Fig. 5
to the complex atomic motion inside the junction, shown in
Fig. 4. For this purpose we provide additional information in
SI.2.1,† including transmissions as a function of energy at
different electrode displacements d, corresponding to vertical
cuts in Fig. 5b, and an analysis of various intramolecular
distance changes. Furthermore, a video in the ESI† establishes
the link between the simultaneous evolution of conductance
and junction geometry.

The fast initial conductance decay in region (i) arises from
the separation of para-ethynylbenzenethiol linkers, see in
particular the side views in Fig. 4a–c. This is accompanied by
the decay of an energy independent background of the trans-
mission inside the HOMO–LUMO gap, resulting from the
removal of the direct through-space tunneling pathway.

Region (ii) is characterized by a constant position of trans-
mission resonances, but a changing energetic broadening,
while para-ethynybenzenethiols are separated further, see
Fig. 4c and d. Region (ii) starts and ends with fast molecular
recongurations, which lead to the dips in the tensile force in
Fig. 5a at d ¼ 4.4 Å and 7.8 Å. They originate from sudden
rotations of the le and right anchoring benzene rings, which
consecutively align favorably to the Au electrodes and to the
porphyrin's p-system, as the bending of the porphyrin–acety-
lene–benzene connections increase, see SI.2.3.† We attribute
the rising conductance to a combined effect of an increasing
through-bond coupling within each deck and the strengthened
through-space coupling between the decks. They result on the
one hand from the alignment of the anchoring benzenes with
the porphyrins and on the other hand from the simultaneous
compression of the two porphyrins on the opposed side of the
mechanically xing xanthene bridges, while the porphyrin–
porphyrin interaction area remains basically constant.
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8017–8024 | 8021
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Essentially, these mechanically induced recongurations make
the conduction pathway through the porphyrin pincers the
dominant one.

In region (iii), where energy–dependent transmission curves
remain basically unchanged inside the HOMO–LUMO gap for
different displacements d, porphyrins are peeled off. While the
upper part of the porphyrin double decker is compressed, c.f.
the side views in Fig. 4d–f, the lower part separates. These
competing effects of separation and compression nearly
compensate, leading to a weak growth of the conductance. A dip
in the tensile force arises in the middle of region (iii) at d¼ 11.7
Å, when the porphyrins align rather abruptly to the pulling
direction, while they are initially canted, see the top views in
Fig. 4a–e in comparison to Fig. 4f. At this point, a small kink is
visible in the conductance in Fig. 5a.

In region (iv) all such canting and twists inside the molecule
are removed due to tensile stress. Further separation of the
electrodes decreases the region of porphyrin–porphyrin overlap,
leading to the collapse of the conduction pathway within the
porphyrin pincers and a fast overall decay of the conductance.
Ultimately, the pulling apart of the porphyrins is limited by the
rigid xanthene bridges.

Fig. 6 visualizes the wave functions of the le-incoming
transmission eigenchannels with the highest transmission at
the Fermi energy for selected electrode separations d within each
of the four regions (i)–(iv).27,28 We nd that the wave functions of
the eigenchannels in regions (i)–(iii), see Fig. 6a–c, spread over
the whole molecule. Remarkably the direct tunneling from one
Fig. 6 (a–d), Wave function of the most transparent left-incoming trans
displacements, d, as indicated below the panels. The transmission eige
a geometry in region (i), (b) to region (ii), (c) to region (iii), and (d) to reg

8022 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8017–8024
para-ethynylbenzenethiol to the other is directly visible in region
(i), see Fig. 6a. In region (iv) at d¼ 20 Å, see Fig. 6d, the weight of
the wave function quickly decays along the molecule instead.
Here, we nd a high weight only on the porphyrin deck that is
directly connected through a sulfur anchor to the le electrode,
while the weight on the right molecular deck is substantially
reduced. Since the p-orbitals of the porphyrins at d ¼ 20 Å stand
nearly perpendicular to each other and the wave function is no
longer efficiently propagated through the xanthene linkers, the
intramolecular electronic coupling is low.

The above transmission calculations elucidate the four
conductance regions as a result of changes in intramolecular
conduction pathways. Initially the charge takes a shortcut via
through-space tunneling, while it later on takes a much longer
pathway through the porphyrin pincers, leading to the charac-
teristic behavior of the conductance upturn upon electrode
separation, plateau region and subsequent nal decay. Two
regions in the unfolding process are particularly interesting.
One is related to the fast rotation of benzene rings and the other
to the unfolding of porphyrin pincers, pivoting at the central
xanthene bridges. The former suggests that by including
components such as acetylenes in a molecular design, rotations
under mechanical bending can act as a switch for through-
space and through-bond conduction. The latter indicates that
by changing the pivot points of a co-facial p-system with
anchoring on the same sides, intramolecular interactions can
be controlled, thereby serving as a starting point for more
complex folded molecular origami designs.
mission eigenchannel in side, top and front views for several electrode
nchannels are evaluated at the Fermi energy EF. Panel (a) belongs to
ion (iv), as defined in Fig. 5.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Conclusions

We have presented a combined experimental and theoretical study
of charge transport through a cofacial porphyrin cyclophane as
a model compound representing molecular pincers. We have
experimentally demonstrated a large mechanosensitivity of this
molecule, exhibiting a conductance upturn by two orders of
magnitude upon increasing distance between the electrodes in
individual breaking traces. While separating the electrodes, four
regions have been identied: (i) exponentially decreasing conduc-
tance, (ii) exponentially increasing conductance, (iii) constant
conductance, and (iv) exponential decay before the contacts nally
break. Compellingly, DFT-based calculations reproduce the four
characteristic conductance regions during the molecular rear-
rangement in the junctions and rationalize the effects by atomistic
simulations. We nd that the conduction pathways are mechan-
ically controlled as a result of a subtle balance between through-
bond and through-space contributions in intramolecular trans-
port. The study highlights the precise unfolding that metal elec-
trodes can evoke on single molecules, bringing the molecular
system out of its natural equilibrium. We are currently interested
in tuning the extent of the different transport contributions by
improved molecular designs. In particular, increased mechano-
sensitivity and analyte-mechanosensitive model compounds are
crucial for a better understanding of molecular unfolding
processes, paving the way to new sensing concepts relevant to
biological systems or bioanalytics.
Methods
MCBJ fast-breaking measurement

In the fast-breaking measurement, a constant DC bias voltage
from 100 mV to 250 mV is applied across the junction and the
current I is measured, which is subsequently converted into the
electrical conductance G ¼ I/V. While monitoring the electrical
conductance, the gold junction is opened by bending the
substrate. Once the gold metallic junction is broken, a molecule
in the vicinity can bridge the gap, indicated by a conductance
plateau corresponding to the molecular length. We repeat this
cycle of breaking and forming gold junctions thousands of
times to collect a statistically signicant distribution of
conductance-displacement curves.
Electrode displacement modulation experiment

An electrode displacement modulation experiment starts by
stretching the gold electrodes, until a conductance of 2G0 is
reached. At this point the narrowmetallic junction breaks by itself
due to surface tension and thermally activated atomic motion.29

When the metallic wire is broken, the junction is further opened
to a well-dened initial electrode displacement, and the gap size
between the electrodes ismodulated with an amplitude of 2.5 Å at
a frequency of 5 Hz. The initial displacement determines, which
part of the molecular breaking trace is sampled by the periodic
modulation. The conductance of the junction is recorded during
the modulation experiment over a time interval of 15 s. More
details of the modulation experiment are described in ref. 12.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
DFT calculation

DFT calculations are performed with the quantum chemistry
code TURBOMOLE,30 employing the def-SV(P) Gaussian basis
set31 for all atoms, the PBE exchange-correlation functional32 and
the DFT-D dispersion correction.33 Total energies are converged
to an accuracy of better than 10�8 a.u., while geometries are
optimized until the change of the maximum norm of the
Cartesian gradient is below 10�5 a.u. The transport program34

used for computing the elastic transmission is custom-built and
interfaced with TURBOMOLE. For evaluating the transmission
function, we employ 32 � 32 transverse k-points to properly
describe the semi-innite gold electrodes. The DFT description
of quasiparticle energies of molecular junctions is frequently
improved by using the DFT+Smethod.35,36 In order to avoid such
calculations for every stretching step, we apply this method only
for a single representative junction geometry at an electrode
displacement of 1.0 Å to correct the Fermi energy in the standard
DFT calculations. In detail, we position the Fermi energy, EF, in
the standard DFT calculations in a similar way as in the DFT+S
calculations. For the junction with the correction applied, the
Fermi energy of the gold electrodes is known to be located at
EF,corr ¼ �5.00 eV with respect to vacuum. The position of EF in
the standard DFT calculations is then adjusted in such a way that
the ratios of the differences of the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) energies, as indicated by the resonances in the corre-
sponding transmission plots, to the respective Fermi energy are
the same: (EF � EHOMO)/(ELUMO � EF) ¼ (EF,corr � EHOMO,corr)/
(ELUMO,corr � EF,corr). This procedure yields EF ¼ �4.24 eV.
Data availability

Experimental data for the main text is available online at
https://doi.org/10.4121/20059988. Theoretical results are
available upon reasonable request (F. P.). Any other
supporting data can be made available upon request to the
corresponding author.
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